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Governor proposes slashes in education
ASUOP rallied dtudentd together to protedt plan to cut higher education
By Amber Prochaska
I Editor-in-Chief
|i

Part of Gov. Arnold
I Schwarzenegger's
new
re I
budget proposal, which
:e I reroutes funds originally
d'l
appropriated for the UC
it
system, will reduce Cali
fornia's budget deficit by
'I I $24.8 million.
e
Governor SchwarzenegI ger's strategy to assuage
the overwhelming budget
crisis will also cost many
students a higher educaI tion.
Under the SchwarzenegI ger spending plan, UC and
California State Universi
ties will be losing approxi
mately $750 million for stu
dent financial aid grants,
leaving limited means for

freshman applicants.
Sina said.
dents who wouldn't be
The governor has asked
Currently Pacific matches able to go to [Pacific] if Cal
public institutions to divert Cal Grant awards, paying up Grants were reduced and
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ity requirements
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a
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Cal Grants.
number of Cal Grant awards
The governor's proposal within 24 hours and has
students receive annually.
has left many students anx continued to garner student
"There is a lot of concern
ious, including the Associated reactions.
on how this will impact
ASUOP plans to take fur
Students of Pacific.
people at Pacific," Vice Presi
ther
steps to ensure student
"I know a number of student of Student Life Julie
voices are heard by develop

Anderson Y flooded
Tutoring program relocated to

s IThe Pacifican
Pacific's tutoring program
'or elementary school chil
dren has been relocated after
heavy rains flooded Ander
son Y earlier this month. Be
tween six and eight inches of
water seeped into the basewent through cracks in the
foundation of the 70-year old
building, causing damage to
the furnace.
It's flooded every year
when it rains," program
director of the Anderson Y
Charlene Wilson said, "but
usually it just clears up."
The University owns the

Anderson Y building, which
is located on the corner of
Pacific Avenue and Knoles
Way. Its insurance will cover
the cost of purchasing a new
furnace and sump pump for
the building, Wilson said.
Repairs are expected to be
completed by the end of the
month. Until then, the tutor
ing program will operate on
the second floor of McConchie Hall located at 265 Sta
dium Drive.
Around 75 Pacific students
work at the Anderson Y Cen
ter as after-school tutors for
elementary school children.
The AYC is a non-profit or

Hall
ganization affiliated with the
YMCA, YWCA, Youth Service
California,
the
Mentoring
Collaboration and the Volun
teer Council of San Joaquin.
"As a nonprofit organiza
tion we don't have the money
to buy a new furnace. We're
very fortunate that the Uni
versity will cover the cost for
a new heater," Wilson said.
FLOODED: Heavy rains during
the first week of January flooded
the basment of the Anderson Y
Center, forcing the tutorial pro
gram to relocate. They will be
working from McConchie Hall.

ing a legislative letter-writ
ing campaign, a petition,
and possibly organizing a
day of lobbying at the State
Capital.
"This is really a battle
that can be won if enough
students express their [dis
content] to their assembly,"
ASUOP Adviser Jason Velo
said. "There is a multitude
of ways students can get
involved."
Further discussion will
take place at the next Sen
ate meeting on Monday at
4 p.m. in the Pine Room.
"I'm excited that ASUOP
will ask students to lobby
[for their cause]," Sina
said.
For more information,
contact ASUOP at 9462233.
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Living it up in tfie great outdoors
Pacific Outdoor Connection offero wide range of acti or/g
By Shane Cipris

Last week, the P^C ^
prominently
advertised
(From left to right) Jarek Stanley
the lawn next to We^
(sophomore), Lyndsey Bourke
Philips Center, where car
(freshman), Kendal Oakleaf
ing tents and other out^
(freshman), Dan Guerra (fresh
equipment were set up fdisplay. POC staff men%
man) camp out on the lawn in
were also there to field qU£;
front of Elbert Covell Dining Hall
tions and provide studer
early last week to advertize for
with more details and •
the Pacific Outdoor Club. This
formation about the varb
activities being offered ta
semester, the club is planning a
semester.
series of trips and organizing a
For more information or:
summer trip to Ecuador.
sign up for an outdoor prti
gram, please visit the Paci;
Outdoor
Connection at the
the POC is organizing a sum
Baun
Fitness
Center, phone
mer trip to Ecuador. This
(209)
946
7607,
or visit flu
particular trip is scheduled
Web
site
at
outdoorconnec
to last a week and will in
clude horseback riding, raft on@pacific.edu. The Pacff:
ing and plenty of hiking and Outdoor Connection is opemountaineering, culminating from 2-5 PM on weekday;
in climbing Mt. Cotopaxi, the and is closed on weekends
tallest volcano in the Andes.
GREAT OUTDOORS:

News Editor
The Pacific Outdoor Con
nection, a recent addition to
Campus Recreation, will be
offering a wide variety of
exciting outdoor activities
this semester. Through the
POC, which is located on the
northern side of the Baun Fit
ness Center, students can at
tend outdoor trips involving
activities such as kayaking,
bungee-jumping,
cross
country skiing, backpacking
and surfing, to name just a
few of the programs.
In addition, the POC offers
weekend rentals of camping
equipment at reasonable
rates. To give an example,
a six-person tent may be
rented for as little as nine
dollars a weekend. There is

a limited amount of outdoor
In the coming weeks, the
equipment
available
for
POC is offering Moonlight
rental, but fortunately most
Snowshoe on Feb. 7, Snow
equipment may be reserved Hut Adventure on Feb. 15up to 30 days in advance.
16, and Frisbee Golf Tour on
Outdoor equipment may be
Feb 21. The POC will end the
reserved and rented by any
month with a Marin County
person with a valid Pacific
Night Hike on Feb. 28. For
ID card.
the especially adventurous,
J
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Remembering Brown vs. Board of Education
A decision that altered the United Stated'deeply rooted racial heirarchy
By Eddie Richardson

Staff Writer

On May 17, 1954 the
United States Supreme Court
released a landmark deci
sion regarding segregation
in public schools. The case,
Brown vs. Board of Education,
would come to be known as
one of history's most contro
versial and socially progres
sive judicial rulings. Despite
its immense importance, few
Americans find it easy to
comment on the historical
facts or the contemporary
ramifications of the case.
Brown v. Board was rooted
in nearly one hundred years
of mental and even physi
cal torture inflicted on Black
Americans after the legal
end to this country's insti
tutionalization of slavery.
The foundation of Brown vs.
Board rests upon the 1898
Plessy v. Ferguson ruling.
In this case black plaintiffs
argued that the segregation
of public transportation was

a violation of one's right
to equal protection under
the law, as outlined in the
14th Amendment.
History
would come to call this the
"separate but equal" ruling
because the court reasoned,
in a 7-1 decision, that seg
regation was legal as long
as the facilities in question
were equal. Plessy vs. Fer
guson, however, impacted
much more than the nation's
system of railroads. Separate
but equal was applied to ev
erything from sports fields
to libraries to entire neigh
borhoods, and it cleared the
path for a half century of Jim
Crow laws that ensured the
socio-economic dysfunction
of the nation's minorities.
After decades of educational,
spiritual,
and
economic
stagnation, black America
made a move. TheNAACP's
1930s capagign to limit the
separate but equal policy
was the first step towards
the complete termination of
a system that had brought
this country to the brink of

google.c

DESEGREGATION: This coming May will be the 40 year anniver
sary of the landmark Supreme Court decision that made segregation

violent revolution. By 1952
the NAACP had successfully
argued for the legal end to
segregation at the graduate
school level. On Dec. 8,1953
the case of Linda Brown, an
elementary school student
in Kansas, went before the
Supreme Court. Thurgood

Marshall, of the NAACP's
Legal Defense Fund, argued
that forcing Linda Brown to
attend an all-black school 21
blocks away from her home,
bypassing
an
all-white
school just five blocks away,
was an abrogation of Miss
Brown's
constitutionally

guaranteed right to equa
protection under the law. if
the NAACP's opinion how
ever, the inconvenience d
the added distance was the
not the major issue. In fad
the "tangible" circumstances
were much less important
than the psychological ef
fects that 'separate but equal
had on the nation. There was
no question that all over the
nation, schools for black chil
dren were inferior to those
for white children.
Brovvn
vs. Board was not a response
to whether or not children
with unequal educational
facilities were being denied
opportunities; of course they
were. Brown vs. Board was
about the effect of segrega
tion on our nation's hearts
and minds. All groups suffef
when not allowed to inter
act with and learn from the
various cultural and ethnic
groups that make up our
society. The policy of sepa-

See BROWN Page
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dent media study

11Computing
Safely

By Alexandra Waaner
Managing Editor

Snoopygift.com

\Spyware - dnooping on you/
David Lunddv
It Security Officer
Not long ago, a student
I complained to me that her
computer was acting up a
bit. I suggested she run a
program that checks for
spyware. She took my rec
ommendation and told me
that removing the spyware
| had fixed the problems for
I her.
Spyware is another class
I of program that you should
protect yourself against.
Spyware is software that
aids in gathering informajtion about a user without
his or her knowledge.
I Often the information is
gathered to help advertis
ers to target advertising.
Spyware is sometimes
used by law enforcement
| to gather evidence.
Spyware can arrive
| through several means.
One of the main methods
1 is through file sharing
software such as KaZaA.
Grokster or Morpheus.
| These programs have
been widely used to share
music and other files on
| the Internet.
But they
also bring along extra bagI gage. Loading KaZaA, for
| example, can also include
loading Brilliant Digital,
Cydoor, Double Click,
DownladWare,
New.net,
PromulGate and Save
Now according to PC
Magazine. You are not just
I getting the KaZaA service.
The agreement you agree
to when installing KaZaA
| gives Brilliant Digital the
right to "access and use the
unused computing power
and storage space on your
computer/s and/or inter
net access or bandwidth
j for the aggregation of
[ content and use in distrib
uted computing." In other
words, they have the right

to sell use of your computer
and disk space to others
without your knowledge or
permission.
Other ways spyware
can arrive is via viruses or
when accessing specially
programmed web pages
One such program that
can be loaded into your
system by visiting web
sites is Xupiter. Xupiter
launches pop-up ads and
adds bookmarks to your
web browser. It sends back
information to xupiter.com
as well.
Another example is Ga
tor eWallet included with
Grokster (a file sharing pro
gram), the stated purpose
of which is to help you fill
out web forms by remem
bering account names,
passwords and related
information.
But it also
sends information back to
the Gator web site about
you, your computer and
what you do online.
Your best defense against
spyware is the regular
use of spyware-checking
software. One of the best
is SpyBot. SpyBot was PC
Magazine's recommended
program when they evalu
ated anti-spyware products
last spring. It is a program
we use and recommend
as well. Best of all, it is
free (although donations
are accepted). You can
download it from safernetworking.org.
Run it
regularly to find and re
move things left on your
computer from web brows
ing.
If you have questions
about
computer
secu
rity or ideas you would
like addressed in this col
umn, you may email to
itsecurity@pacific.edu

Two months after the con
troversial attempt by student
government leaders to cen
sor The Pacifican, a special
investigative task force will
begin studying the future
of all student media efforts,
including the Pacifican.
The committee, formed
by Vice President of Student
Life Julie Sina and College
of the Pacific Dean Gary L.
Miller, will be chaired by Dr.
Michael Cheney, Provost and
Vice Chancellor for Academ
ic Affairs at the University of
Illinois at Springfield. Sina
said Dr. Cheney will be paid
$5,000.
Dr. Cheney's task force has
been asked to advise the Uni
versity on how best to fund
and structure the student
newspaper, radio, televi
sion department, yearbook,
newspaper,
and
literary
magazine.
"What
we've
asked
[Dr.Cheney] to do is help
us decide how all student
media should be run here at
Pacific," Sina explained in a
meeting with Pacifican edi
tors last Friday.
In that meeting, Sina em
phasized that the Pacifican
was in no danger of being
shut down and that the Uni
versity would not seek to
limit the freedom of the press
by changing the Pacifican's
charter.
'The University has a
strong interest in keeping
an independent press," Sina
said.
Sina's reassurance that
student
editors-and
not
University
censors-would
determine the content and
coverage no matter what
Dr. Cheney's task force rec
ommends appears to end a

CORRECTION:
In the Dec. 11,2003 issue
of The Pacifican, the article
"Alcohol policy pending,"
incorrectly named ASUOP
Vice President Jenise Honesto as being present at

threat made in December by
Miller to force the newspaper
to submit to a prior review of
its contents by a faculty or
staff member-in contraven
tion of the newspaper's char
ter and the way it has oper
ated for nearly 95 years.
'The University has no
interest in taking away the
freedom of the press," said
Sina.
Dr. Cheney was asked by
Sina to serve as chairmen
because of his extensive
background in journalism
and communication. Before
becoming Provost at UIS, he
was the Dean of the School
of Journalism and Mass
Communication at Drake
University where he worked
not only to expand the media
programs, but also advised
the student newspaper, The
Times Delphic.
According to his resume,
in addition to teaching, Dr.
Cheney has also served as a
commentator for ABC News
and editor for CE Software,
an international software
developing company.
He
also advised the student-run
radio and newspaper at Rut
gers University.
"I've had a whole range of
experiences with student me
dia. I've worked with those
that were completely student
run to those that were con
trolled by the faculty. My
job will be to figure out what
is right for Pacific. What
will fit Pacific's culture." Dr.
Cheney said during a phone
interview.
"The advantage of bring
ing [Dr. Cheney] into the
discussion is that he doesn't
come in with a preconceived
agenda," Sina explained.
The task force, comprised
of 13 student and faculty
members, is specifically
being asked by Miller and
the policy review meeting
on Dec. 8. The names of
the student representa
tives at that meeting were:
Paul Kozina, Jenny Avon,
Adam Raudsep, Sarah Bulley, Lisa Nowinski, Megan
Hemmingson and Colleen
Farris.

Sina to address how student
media ought to be funded
and structured. However,
everything is fair, game for
conversation, Sina said.
For several weeks the
newspaper was under at
tack by ASUOP, which took
steps in Nov. to cut the
$20,000 allocated annually
by university regents to sup
port the Pacifican. Before
the semester break, ASUOP
officer Jennifer Avon sent
a letter by electronic mail
calling for the newspaper's
publication board to fire the
editor-in-chief. If they are
not removed, Avon stated
that ASUOP president Matt
Olson would take legal ac
tion against the University.
(Her letter appears on the
Perspectives page of this is
sue.)
Pacifican editor Amber
Prochaska said, "We stand
by our stories as factual and
true."
Dr. Cheney will be at Pa
cific on Jan.26-27 and Feb.
23-24. The first meeting of
the task force will be next
Monday, Noon-2: 00 p.m. in
the Hand Hall Conference
Room. All meetings will be
open to the public.

T'he Cottages
'Apartments

I'J

- Brand New
- Great Location
- Privately Gated
- Small Community
- All 2Bdy2Bath

Call About Special
4416Precissi Lane
209-473-3626
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rating races implied the in
feriority of blacks, as though
the mixing of the two groups
might have some detrimen
tal effect on the physical,
mental, or social condition
of white students. This sense
of inferiority arguably had
an irreversible negative im
pact on the desire of black
students to succeed. Beyond
feeling as though they were
incapable of success, it en
sured that they had nothing
for which to succeed. Be
cause of this, the Supreme
Court ruled in a unanimous
decision that separate edu
cational facilities were inher
ently unequal. But this was
not the end. Although the
court agreed that segregation
had to be made a thing of the
past, Chief Justice Earl War

ren was weary about a ruling
that would spark violent
opposition in the south. As
a result the court split its rul
ing into two parts; the first,
known as Brown I, affirmed
that "separate but equal"
education was a violation
of constitutional rights. The
second decision, Brown
II, was considerably more
ambiguous.
The justices
ordered that desegregation
should commence "with all
deliberate speed," and that
the "vitality of these consti
tutional principles cannot be
allowed to yield simply be
cause of disagreement with
them." Unfortunately
for
black students, with a stroke
of the same pen, the court
gave discretionary power
to states and local school
boards, setting no time limit

for comppfhce. As a result,
ten yea* after the case only
nine percent of southern
students were attending in
tegrated schools. Had this
pace continued, not even
half of the black students in
the south today would be
attending integrated schools.
It is difficult to verbalize the
true importance of the Brown
v. Board decision. When
speaking of the lack of di
versity at Pacific it is easy to
overlook the socio-economic
barriers to education that
have taken the place of legal
segregation. It is our respon
sibility as citizens to chal
lenge these new, less glaring
barriers, just as generations
before us challenged openly
hateful social norms that
confronted them.

Connections
The Pacifican
If you've visited the web
site UOPness.com recently,
you might have noticed a
new admission statement
bolded under the site's wel
coming.
"UOPness is not officially
affiliated with the Univer
sity of the Pacific. Content on
this site does not reflect the
opinions of nor speak for the
University of the Pacific," the
statement reads.
Created last summer out
••••niav
•

.

.

or references of their own to
include disclaimers in ord6r
to prevent confusion.
"We
never
intended
people to think we are a
university site," Frazier corn,
mented, "we're just here for
the students to have a place
to go."
Since Frazier and Herbolcj.
shimer added a disclaimer
the site's membership has
continued to grow and cur
rently connects 350 people in
and around the Pacific cam
pus. Through UOPness.com

:

Chamber Orchestra Festival
St. John'd tkrd annual chamber orchestra festival this Sunday
By Brenda Martins
University Administrative
Assistant
The west coast premiere
of Requiem in Memory of
Those Who have Died of Aids
is featured in the conclud
ing concert of the St. John's
third annual chamber or
chestra festival this Sunday,
Jan. 25, at 5 p.m.
Gareth Valentine, a mu
sical
director/arranger/
composer in Britain's West
End, has an eclectic musical
background, including clas
sical and opera, which is
reflected in this compelling
work. He wrote the Requi
em during a time when his
partner was dying of Aids.
One reviewer writes: "The
sense of hope and peace at
the heart of this lovely Re
quiem lingers long after its
conclusion. Distinguished
by a continual flow of
beautiful, gentle melodies,
the work's welcome air of
compassion and consola
tion makes for a moving,
life-enriching experience."
The program begins
with a J.C. Bach cello con
certo, performed by retired
Conservatory
professor
ra Lehn. Annette Johnson

Hutton (Conservatory 75)
performs Howard Hanson's
"Fantasy Variations on a
Theme of Youth" for piano
and orchestra. The Requiem
features four local soloists,
including tenor Eli Souza
(Conservatory, '94), chorus,
chamber orchestra and two
pianos. Festival Musical
Director George Buckbee
(retired, Conservatory) con
ducts.

Tickets are available
at St. John's Episcopal
Church, 316 N. El Dorado,
466-6916. More informa
tion may be found on
the Chamber Orchestra
Web site: wileysites.net.
Questions and requests
for tickets may also be di
rected to Brenda Martins
(bmartins@pacific.edu).

wileysites.net

CHAMBER MUSIC: St. John's orchestra will give its third annual
Chamber Concert this Sunday. Concert will feature English composer Gareth Valentine.

Photograph by Amber ProchasJca

UOPNESS SPIRIT: (from left to right) Spencer Frazier, Derek Herboldshimer, Mario Skaf started a Web site to connect students and
to keep them informed.

of the minds and pockets of
three Pacific students, the
UOPness (UOP Network
and Event Service System)
is intended to give students
and members of the Stockton
community a place to meet
up and chat about a wide
range of issues.
""It is always good to have
a place where students can
talk about classes and events
that are going on," said Pa
cific student and UOPness
administrator Derek Herboldshimer.
The
University
asked
Herboldshimer and Spencer
Frazier, the site's founder,
to place the disclaimer after
the parent of a potential
student apparently visited
UOPness.com and mistook
it for the official web site of
Pacific.
According to Media Rela
tions Coordinator for the
University, Lauren Hersh,
it's standard practice for
institutions to ask organiza
tions that use similar names

members can participate in
chat room forums on issues
ranging from what students
think about certain profes
sors and classes to fraternity
parties. There are also useful
links on the site to online
encyclopedias and online
trading networks. The site
also sells merchandise with
the UOPness logo including
shirts, coffee mugs and key
chains. However, any rev
enue gained from sales go di
rectly to the private-venture
company
Cafeshops.com.
Frazier and Herboldshimer
have even toyed with the
idea of asking businesses
around Stockton to post
coupons that students could
print out for discounts.
"[UOPness.com] is a place
where students can get
together, a community for
UOP. I saw a lack of commu
nity here and thought kids
need a place to talk to each
other about what is going
on. It's pretty much a way to
stay informed," Frazier said.
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Phi Sigma Tau at Pacific
Philosophy Honor Society reinstated
By Suzonne Vvbornev
Perspectives Editor
Last spring my friend
Jaime Denison and I realized
that while there were many
honor societies for majors
such as Business or Chemis
try, there was no such group
for Philosophy majors. While
Philosophy majors represent
a minority on campus, they
also represent a strong and
opinionated group of people.
After researching various
groups, we decided to seek
acceptance from an Inter
national Honor Society, Phi
Sigma Tau. Headquartered
at Marquette University in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, it has
a network of chapters in over
140 states throughout the
United States and Canada.
It publishes a refereed un
dergraduate journal called
Dialogue and it accepts

Bringing social justice to Pacific

submissions for review from
undergraduate and graduate
students. With the motto of
"Philounton Sophia Time,"
which means "Honor Those
Who Love Wisdom," we felt
that this would be the perfect
haven for philosophy majors
and anyone interested in phi
losophy. Phi Sigma Tau was
founded in 1930 and Univer
sity of the Pacific was actu
ally one of the first California
chapters back in the 1950's
but was removed due to
inactivity. We are delighted
to have been approved as an
active chapter again and look
forward to rigorous philo
sophical discourse and ac
tivity with its reinstatement.
Our chapter's advisor is Phi
losophy Department Chair
Dr. Lou Matz. For further
information and meeting
times, please e-mail me at ab
solutzantropa@yahoo.com.

SOCIAL JUSTICE:
Social Justice Com
munity leader Dustin
Winkel during the
club's first meeting
last Thursday. See
Perspectives sec
tion for a detailed
account of Pacific's
first social justice
club.

KNOW WHAT YOU ARE EATING
B O M A P P E~ T I T I N T R O D U C E S

SIBILITY

CIRCLE

Bon Appetit's Circle of Responsibility takes a macro view of wellness.
A healthy environment, community and menu are all vital to the well being of our guests.
We take responsibility for delivering choice in all of these areas for you.
COME "FO THE QUAD AND THE SUMMIT FOR;
Produce bought directly from local farmers
Seafood purchased from sustainable sources
NTutritionally balanced and low fat menu options

Icons denoting vegetarian„ vegan, and organic menu items
Information stations with details about Bon Appetit 's commitment to our guests

B O N

A P P E T I T
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Schwarzenegger
Bv Sarah Schuppisser

Copy Editor

"My relationship to power
and authority is that I'm all
for it. People need some
body to watch over them.
Ninety-five percent of the
people in the world need to
be told what to do and how
to behave.
Isn't it wonderful that
California has such an articu
late and intelligent leader?
Now, before images of a
pretentious college student
start swirling around in your
brain, I would like to make
something perfectly clear. I
understand that the mere
fact Gov. Schwarzenegger
was a ridiculously violent
movie star does not necessitate his political ineptitude,
However, as it turns out, he
is, if not inept, then certainly
unqualified for the post and
an irritating presence for
those of us who are trying
to cling to our dignity in a
country run by a bumbling,
ill-equipped president and
an arguably less capable
governor.
Now, though my stomach
turned at the thought of the
Predator's star leading the
seventh largest economy in
the world, I was prepared
to withhold my most scathing judgments until he actually did something which
merited such a reaction. It
certainly didn't take long,
_

Schwarzenegger's new bud
get proposal—which, by the
way, is nothing spectacularly
new or inventive and thus
could have been proposed
by the incompetent Gov. Da
vis, preventing the millions
of wasted dollars spent to
oust him two years earlyis, as was expected, lacking
in proposed taxes and full
of spending cuts. Spend
ing cuts you say? Fantastic!
Perhaps we can get rid of the
frivolous expenditures made
by our wasteful state, such as
education, health care, and
payments to local govern
ments.
The problem with a budget
deficit is that someone has to
suffer in order to correct the
problem. Unfathomable to
me, however, are the groups
the governor deems worthy
of suffering and which (rich)
groups he seeks to protect,
While I would argue his
goals to reform the workers
compensation laws, which
are riddled with fraud and
have made maintaining a
small business in Califor
nia extremely difficult, are
admirable, the meat of his
proposal is worrisome.
Through
propositions,
California has become a state
with limited 'movable' bud
getary funds. Proposition 98,
for example, mandates a certain percentage of the budget
to be reserved for educational
spending, yet the governor's
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money out of the education system

new deal with an 'education
coalition' including the Cali
fornia Teachers Association,
Parent-Teachers Association,
California School Boards
Association, California As
sociation of School Business
Officials, Association of Cali
fornia School Administra
tors, and California County
Superintendents Educational
Services Association has sus
pended the provisions out
lined in the proposition.
While he has eked out
the approval of educators
for this $2 billion decrease
in funds in return for the
governor's "promise" to
return levels back to normal
in the next fiscal year, he
would be hard-pressed to
find a significant percentage
of students who find his pro
posal even slightly beneficial.
Who suffers when education
funds are cut? It certainly
isn't the wealthy who can af
ford to pay high tuition rates
for their college-age children
and private school for the
younger ones. Middle and
lower income families who
can barely swing college
tuition as it stands will not
only suffer because of the de
creased state funds available
to them personally, but will
also be less likely to obtain
entry to these colleges which
will be forced to cut the num
ber of freshmen admitted to
their institutions.
One might ask what pos
*

sible alternatives we have not the most taxed state (per
when faced with a multi- capita) as many Republicans
billion dollar deficit. The would claim. We don't like
answer is not clear-cut, but it the extra money taken out of
is less complicated than one our pockets, but amazingly
might believe. Oftentimes, enough, we are willing to
people and politicians over enjoy the fruits the taxes pro
look the fact that if we want duce. I believe the governor
to maintain basic services, needs to have his priorities
such as schools, minimal seriously readjusted. When
health care, or any type of looking to expendable items,
social welfare program, we education and health care
must have taxes to pay for should not be the first on the
them. While California is list, they should be the last.
xugiuy
highly iaxea,
taxed, it is certainly

and my worst expectations.
Driving the curved roads of
the 88 all the way to Tahoe
in the pitch-black darkness,
with only the stark white
ness of the snow along the
highway resembling some
thing like what it would be
like to drive on the moon.
Once we reached our humble
cabin for the weekend and
after a long night of rest,
we started the day early,
hitting the slopes around 8:
00 a.m. Being the only skier
in a group of mostly brand
new snowboarders, I felt
somewhat out of the loop but
my pretensions were soon
erased as we reached the top

of the mountain. The sun over four or five times each
never seemed so bright, and time we tried a new run.
the snow sparkled as if on We all just wanted to have a
cue when glanced upon. At good time and get our minds
last the mountain was mine off the daunting tasks of the
again as I made some sweet new semester.
cuts down the run with my
As for my friends who had
friends. I didn't want the tried snowboarding for the
day to end; I wanted to ski first time last weekend, it was
forever. I realized on that evident that after two full
first morning that it doesn't days of learning new tricks
matter how bad or how good and nearly killing themselves
of a skier you might be. It is over and over again, they no
the practice of engaging in longer belonged on the bun
a magnificent craft such as ny runs. It was with great
skiing or snowboarding that satisfaction that we all came
brings friends together and down the mountain like pros
eliminates one's judgment of
oneself and others. It didn't
See SIERRA pg 8
matter to my friends if I fell

Schwarzenegger, it.com

SCHWARZENEGGER: Terminator, Kindergarden Cop, Predator,
Pregnant Papa, Governor, and oh so pretty. The new governor's
budget proposal is sure to make students cringe.

Unforgettable weekend spent at Sierra

Bv Jeff Swart?
Sir InW Cmni4»

Perspectives Co-editor

After one week of class,
I was ready for a vacation
again. Thankfully I was
fortunate enough to escape
the "delights" of Stockton for
a weekend full of skiing in
Tahoe. While growing up in
the suburbs of L.A., I never
really got the chance nor did
I have the interest to pursue
anything like skiing or snowboarding. My background
and interests were designed
around the beach rather than
the mountains. It wasn't
until my first year in college
during my spring break that

T
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I really acquired the desire to
follow the practice of skiing
I spent the week at a friend's
house in Washington master
ing the art of skiing. It had
been a little less than a year
since I had last hit the slopes
and as we drove away from
campus, and I realized that
the weekend could be much
more challenging than I had
first expected. What if I for
got all the basic skills that
my friend taught me a little
less than a year ago? What
if I made a complete fool of
myself in front of everyone
at the resort? I set my mind
on other sights to keep me
from overanalyzing my fears
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Letters to the Lcfitor
Dear members of The Pacifican Publication Board,
This semester I have not
been proud of what The
Pacifican has been pub
lishing. I feel it has been
representing the voice of
the editors not the voice of
the students. The Pacifican
Publication Board needs to
hold the editors responsible
for their actions.
There have been a pleth
ora of errors and various
libelous stories printed. In
the November 13 issue the
story, "Student government
to sensor [sic.] Pacifican,"
was printed and then on
November 20 the story, "At
tempted censorship turns
ugly," was written. Both of
these front page stories and
many more have boasted
blatant dishonesty.
On November 21, 2003
Amber Prochaska and Matt
Olson both received letters
from Dr. Julie Sina, VP for
Student Life and Dr. Gary
Miller, Dean of COP. This
letter did not "order the
Matt Olson-led student
government to "cease" its
investigation of this news
paper," as stated by Alex
Wagner, in the December 4,
2003 issue of The Pacifican,
article entitled "Pacific or
ders Olson to 'cease' inves
tigation."
This letter actually states,
"We have considerable
respect for both The Pacifi
can and ASUOP. Since The
Pacifican is a responsibility
of the Communication De
partment of the College and
ASUOP is the responsibility
of the Division of Student
Life we have concluded
that the appropriate course
is to convene a special
commission to address the
issues of funding and ac
countability that have been
raised...In this letter we are
requesting that all activities
to reviewing the funding of
The Pacifican cease and that
The Pacifican respond in
and. In an institution that
urides ifsefiop deliberative

process, it is imperative that
both your organizations
demonstrate restraint at
this time."
The request made in the
aforementioned letter was
belittled in Alex's Angle.
She states, "the newspaper
was asked to also show
'restraint' - whatever that
means in the extraordinary
context of a 95-year-old stu
dent newspaper suddenly
threatened with extinction,"
on December 4, 2003.
Clearly, by publishing
these articles The Pacifican
editors did not recognize
the seriousness of the is
sues involved.
Instead,
they went on with their ir
responsible tactics showing
an utter lack of respect to
Dr. Sina and Dr. Miller. We
acknowledge that freedom
of the press is something
to be championed at the
university level. However,
we also feel compelled to
respect our esteemed fac
ulty and administrators.
The Pacifican Publication
Board needs to take action
and if for nothing else then
to avoid what seems to be
impeding legal action. It
has come to my attention
that Mr. Olson has consult
ed an attorney who assures
him that at any time he will
have more than adequate
reason to file suit against
both the University and the
individuals responsible for
the published articles. This
affects all of us because The
Pacifican reflect upon us.
Further, one of the stipula
tions within the letter from
his attorney that would ulti
mately curb a law suit from
being filled is the removal
of the current editor-in-chief
and that a full retraction be
printed by the individual
directly responsible, Alex
Wagner. Mr. Olson has also
assured us that a copy of his
attorney's intent to file suit
is readily available to any
member of the publication
board who wishes to have

See AVON pg 9

December 11, 2003
To the editors of the Paci
fican:
First of all, I would just
like to request that you
print this article in your
next issue. Since I know
many people who have
written letters to your paper
have not had them printed,
I just want to be sure that
the campus knows what
they have to say in order
to have their voice heard
in this newspaper that is
"serving the University of
the Pacific community"
(thepacifican.com).
I must say I am severely
disappointed in the recent
articles that you have pub
lished. By calling Matt
Olson out of the crowd of
people running student
government at the univer
sity, you have made things
personal. Instead of being
upset with ASUOP as a
whole, you have made this
whole "censorship" non-is

sue a personal attack direct
ed solely at Matt Olson. I am
appalled by the lack of ethics
displayed in the Pacifican
every Thursday.
Now, to set firings straight,
regarding the way student
government is run here at
Pacific: yes, Matt Olson is
the President of ASUOP.
He, however, does not have
voting rights during Sen
ate meetings.
Therefore,
although Matt does author
the resolution passed by the
Senate which revoked their
approval of the Pacifican's
charter, he in no way con
tributed to the passing of
the resolution. In fact, I do
believe that the Senate has
already sent you a letter in
forming you of these facts.
Also, for clarification's sake,
Jenise Honesto runs all of the
Senate meetings, with the
President Pro Tempore (Binh
Dao) running the meetings in
her absence. As you can see,
Matt Olson plays no signifi
cant role in Senate meetings

Then let me take a moment
to disabuse you of your no
tions regarding the origins of
the Democratic and Republi
My Dear Republican can parties. The Democratic
Republicans were the party
Friendsof Jefferson early in the 19th
Thanks for coming out century. The split between
of the closet. Let me be the the two was generated pri
first to welcome you into marily by disagreements
the all-embracing light of over tariffs imposed on
imported goods: northern,
day. Good for you.
I am surprised at your industrial, soon-to-be Re
reading of the locality as publicans, yea; southern,
one not conducive to the agricultural, slave owning,
pursuit of conservative val soon-to-be Democrats, nay.
ues. As you said yourself, This divergence of opinion,
70% of students who are culminating in the Civil War,
registered to vote on this was ostensibly and histori
campus are registered Re cally recognized as a violent
publicans. I dare say that referendum on slavery. It
figure likely reflects the was also the imposition of
demographic of the city of Northern (Republican) in
Stockton itself and doesn't dustrial control over the ma
even take into account the terial rich, agrarian Southern
vast, uncounted members Democrats. Abraham Lin
of the Aryan Brotherhood coln, the Great Emancipator,
one is likely to encounter was a rock ribbed, bleeding
beneath the flaps of the heart Republican. And you
conservative tent.
You think McCain is an odd
duck.
have us surrounded.
An open letter to the Col
lege Republicans open letter
dated 20 November 2003.

other than to provide an
executive report. I would
encourage you to research
such matters before print
ing articles stating "facts"
such as these.
I would also like to ad
dress the allegations put
forth in your paper stating
that "Olson's government
suddenly revoked the
newspaper charter" (The
Pacifican, 93 no. 13). The
truth is ASUOP does not
have the power to revoke
The Pacifican's charter.
Senate Resolution 20032004: 02, Relating to The
Pacifican Charter, explicitly
states that "the Associated
Students withdraws its
approval of the Pacifican
Publication Board Charter."
Nowhere in the resolution
does it state that ASUOP is
even attempting to revoke
the charter. It should also
be indicated that this Sen
ate resolution was passed

See OLSON pg 9
Etymologically, you err as
well. Check your Websters.
Democrat comes from the
Greek, demos, people and
kratos, strength. The word
republican traces its roots to
the Latin; res as institution
and publica, public. Repub
licanism does not ascribe
to universal sufferage (one
individual, one vote) choos
ing instead a more oligar
chic structure stressing rule
by speaking, land holding,
white men, like himself. In
theory, if Democrats pro
mote a government by of
and for the people, Repub
licans see a government run
by, and for, wealth, white
guys. In theory. Spending
money foolishly is endemic
to both parties. As is cor
ruption, hypocrisy, pander
ing, philandering, greed,
and the general associated
fatheadedness that comes
from thinking one is much
more gifted than the facts
See REPUBLICAN pg 9
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be really painful, especially
if you're a newbie and you
and glided freely past all the eat it hardcore. But for my
beginners still stuck trying to friends and me, the pain that
carve down the hill. Skiing comes with the sport is well
and snowboarding can be worth it. Falling down on
extremely uplifting. It can the hard packed snow over
sedate, surprise, entice, and and over again only made
even destroy you. It is obvi us want to ski/snowboard
ous that in many ways skiing more and more; we wanted
and snowboarding are the to learn new skills and to get
drug of choice for many.
through the steeper runs. All
Two days on the slopes can the aches, sores, cuts, blood

SOCIAL
JUSTICE
WEEKLY
Social Justice Club At Pacific

and complaints that were the
result of 6 new snowboard©^
and a beginner skier surely
did not stop us from enjoying
ourselves.
The next time you feel as jf
school could not be any more
intimidating and dishearten
ing, grab a few friends antf
head for the mountains. Try
something new and learn
how to ski or snowboard. It
truly is unforgettable.

1 By Suzanne Vvborney

tendees agreed that larger|
activities were needed tol
promote social awareness!
Further,
the purpose of the|
On Jan. 15, 2004,1 had the
I pleasure of attending the Social Justice Collaborative|
I second official meeting of the would be to meet the needs [
Social Justice Collaborative of the students more com-|
headed up by Social Justice prehensively, arguably in a|
I Coordinator Dustin Winkel way that individual clubs, f
[and under the guidance of due to their small size,|
Chaplain Joy Preisser. While could not.
Chaplain Joy has long had a
In order to meet the|
I student representative who challenges all groups have|
would seek out social jus faced, an agenda was set)
tice groups to keep abreast w h i c h i n c l u d e d e n h a n c e d f
[of their events and offer recruiting efforts both in
|resources and support, a formally and formally by|
I club where all groups could collaborating at events such|
|come together and combine as activity fairs, and sharing)
I their efforts and resources resources including public-j
|has sorely been lacking and ity materials and meeting[
|desperately needed.
spaces. In order to address
Winkel opened the meet- the problem of viability,
I ing with the declaration that continuity and corporate
the purpose of this commu memory, the Chaplian's
nity gathering was to work o f f i c e w i l l r e c o r d a n d d o c u -j
I collaboratively with groups ment the accomplishments)
[on campus who promote of all social justice groups)
|social awareness.
thus far. Upcoming events)
There was representa- and ways to cooperate on)
I tion from a large variety of future events were also)
groups on campus including discussed and a compre-)
the African-American Stu hensive calendar of social!
dent Union, the Anderson Y justice events was laid out.
Center, Circle K, the Jacoby
For Pacific students, I
|Student Center, Orange participation in the Social!
Army, Pacific Christian Al- Justice Collaborative is an I
I liance, Pacific Democrats, exciting and revolutionary)
|the Pride Alliance, Rotorac, opportunity to be a part of a|
[Students for Environmental group that will combine re-|
Action, Theta Chi and the sources and talent to impact
j Tibetan Alliance. The goals a meaningful and important)
|and initiatives of the Social change. This change will)
|Justice Collaborative were meet the needs of all types)
|discussed and all clubs of Pacific Students. If you)
agreed that through commu- are interested in more in-)
J nity cooperation, they could formation about the Social)
[ reduce the sorts of problems Justice Collaborative, feel)
experienced by all groups, free to e-mail socialjustice)
[mainly a lack of resources, @pacific.edu. If you would|
participation, and publicity. like to attend future meet-)
|To this problem, Winkel said ings, they are held the third)
"this campus is unfortunate- Thursday of every month in)
I ly plagued with apathy and the basement of John Balthere is not a lot of action. lantyne Residence Hall; we|
I Hopefully this will help are looking forward to your)
[ with that." The meeting at- attendance!

| Perspectives Editor
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Photograph by Chris Durkee

GET OUT AND SKI: (Top row from left to right) Pacific students Tri Phan (sophomore), Honest Dang
(freshmen), Lorenzo Velonia (freshmen), Chris Chan (Junior), Nam Nguyen (sophomore), bottom row
Chris Durkee (sophomore) and Jeff Swartz (sophomore).

leners to the Editor
If you would like to voice your
opinion about any of the articles or
issues printed in this newspaper, email
a letter to:

pacificaneditors@pacific. edu
All letters must be self-edited and
signed.
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OLSON from pg 8
unanimously by every mem
ber of the ASUOP Senate,
except for one member who
as absent for that meeting.
And contrary to what you
would have your readers beieve, these senators operate
under free will.
Another issue that needs
to be set straight is regard
ing the letter sent to Amber
Prochaska and Matt Olson
from Gary Miller and Julie
Sina. Not only was ASUOP
asked (not ordered, as is
stated in the paper) to cease
its investigation of the Pacifican, but The Pacifican itself
was asked to show restraint
in its.publications. This, ob
viously, was not the case. In-
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This bud is for you
So have you seen those
new
beer
commercials
where a song is sung and
beer is drank? Ok confused,
well I am talking about the
shopping cart collector, or
to you, the guy with the
wig. Well here is to you, the
people who keep our school
clean. The other day, I saw
a woman vacuuming the
hallways of Jessie B. and I
thought to myself 'oh what
a wonderful life.' But on the
teal: if you honestly look
around, our school is kept
up very well. The grass is always cut, the bathrooms are
always clean, and even the
campus police do a good job
keeping our campus safe. I
can't hate on the "5-0" considering they are always
good to me. Every time I
run into a cop they are al
ways pretty cool, willing to
give a hand-if only it was
like this in the real world.
Last year, I had a couple of
classes in Knoles Hall. Ev
ery day I would walk past
a lady who works for our
school and every day she
rad the biggest smile on
rer face. She would always
say hello and that in and

stead of heeding the Dean of
COP and the Vice President
of Student Life's request, The
Pacifican has taken matters a
step further.
Finally, I believe that your
editors and advisor should
be more thoroughly reading
through the paper, identify
ing blatant errors and cor
recting them. I recall several
issues ago, when a certain
article was printed twice in
the same issue. Also, the
severe misquoting that has
been evident in nearly every
article printed about ASUOP
the past few weeks needs to
be addressed. Breaches in
the code of ethics you are
supposed to be following are
unacceptable and prevent the
newspaper from establishing
any inkling of credibility.

www.thepacifican.com

ring I would like
to address is the obvious bias
in your newspaper. I'm not
talking about the Perspec
tives section of the paper, but
rather the front page. This
is not an appropriate place
for biased, opinion pieces,
but rather the place to pres
ent undisputable fact. The
recent articles printed about
ASUOP should therefore
never have been printed on
the front page, seeing as how
there was a very obvious
slant in every article. How
can you expect to eliminate
the bias and emotion from
articles written about your
self and "the extraordinary
context" of the recent news?
The only way you can pro
vide students with unbiased,
factual articles regarding

LW.
of itself made me content
with going to class. Many
times I have run into an em
ployee of this place of higher
education and have seen big
happy smiles brightening
my day. We should be thank
ful for our clean classrooms,
trimmed trees, and leafless
sidewalks. This bud is for
all the people that keep our
computers connected, our
showers clean, and our parkir>g lot safe. When I lock my
keys in my car who do I call?
We truly have to appreciate the fact that our campus
is beautiful. I, like everyone
else, am a critic and believe
my $35,000 had better produce something memorable,
The people who go unappreciated for their daily work
need to understand 'this
one is for you,' and they all
deserve Dad's 35 Gs, even if
they get screwed in pay (we
should riot for raises for the
people we barely notice). So
to all those who keep our
school intact, I drink to you.
With all this said, the thing
I like most about our school
are the employees with their
warm hellos that feel as good
as hot chocolate with Bailey's
on a cold Wisconsin night.

It's more then what I get
from the peeps I sit next
to in class—oh wait across-but what do you expect
from someone who has
everything handed to them
(ouch)? We take for granted
the everyday things we
abuse. Imagine the restrooms being dirty, the class
rooms not cleaned, no cops
patrolling our campus, and
no gardeners. Our school
would be a wasteland—af
ter all, it is Stockton. So we
should help those who help
us. Who do you think picks
up the trash we litter, the
dumps we take, and drives
us back to our rooms when
we can barely walk from the
frat houses (Stripe patrols
are coooooool)? These peo
ple do it with a smile; they
are always willing to give a
hand so in all fairness we
should return the favor. So
I say this one is for you, Mr.
keeping the hallways clean.
This one is for you, Ms.
keeping the bushes trim.
Without the people who do
the grunt work, we would
have more reason to bitch
about our school. So give
a hand, a smile, and a beer
next time you see one of our
hard-working friends.

these recent events is to have
outside journalists present
the information.
I would like to close this
letter by addressing one last
lie presented in your pa
per, specifically, when it is
stated that the actions taken
by ASUOP "could force the
Pacifican to cease publish
ing for the first time since
1908." I would advise your
editors, writers, and advisor
to know your own history,
yet another "blast from the
past." It is clearly stated
on your website (http://
www.thepacifican.com) that
A dark period arose in
Pacifican history during the
spring of 1976. The Pacifi
can published a false story
regarding a prostitution ring
operating from a sorority

house. The publication of
the Pacifican was suspended
through the fall of 1976, not
resuming until spring 1977
This is a mistake that must
serve as a warning and not
be forgotten by future gen
erations of Pacifican staff.
The current editors seem
to have forgotten this portion
of the Pacifican's history. By
now, I hope they realize that
libelous statements are unac
ceptable in this university
community.
Sincerely,
Kevin Olson

AVON from pg 8

Thank you for your time
and consideration. Please
send any and all remarks
to either Jenny Avon at
j_avon@pacific.edu

these facts verified, provid
ing they sign a note that
nothing in the letter will
be quoted or used in The
Pacifican.
I am advising that the
publication board take im
mediate action in the forms
of removal of the current
editor-in-chief and direct
ing the paper to print a full
and complete retraction,
authored by Alex Wagner.
Both of these options are
fully within the power of
the publication board and
is the only way I can see the
integrity of the paper being
preserved and the imped
ing law suit curbed.

REPUBLICAN from pg 8
allow.
Here's an idea. Drop the
blinders of ideology and
define for yourself what
constitutes a free, honest
and just society. Extend
that concept to the en
tire world, that is, others
should not be subjugated or
impoverished as the price
of your freedom. Think of
what you want from your
environment and how you
think it should be paid for.
Again, think what you
want, the rest of the world
is entitled to. Think of
how much compassion and
provision you'd want to ex
tend to those less fortunate

PS. I would really like to
see intramurals covered in
the sports section of your pa
per, since so many students
participate in them.

Sincerely,
Jenny Avon, ASUOP Rep
resentative
*Ms. Avon's request for a
retraction was taken into con
sideration; however, a retrac
tion will not be printed. After
the Editors and Advisors of
The Pacifican reviewed the ar
ticles mentioned in Ms. Avon's
letter, no false information or
cases of libel were found.

than yourself. Think about
the world twenty years
from now and one hun
dred years from now. Put
all these thoughts in order
and follow the leaders that
address them as you would
want them addressed.
And please advise me
as to the time of your next
meeting. I'd love to at
tend.
Most Sincerely,
Kevin Hogan
Benerd School of
Education
X63915
Khogan@uop.edu

Serving Pacific for 95 Years
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Clearing up the
By Mara Title

Let's take former President
and Republican Theodore
Roosevelt, for example. He
"A nation that destroys its was the nation's first conser
soils destroys itself," Roosevelt vationist president, establish
proclaimed. "Forests are the ing the first national park at
lungs of our land, purifying the Crater Lake, Oregon, as well
air and giving fresh strength to as four more: Wind Cave Na
our people."
tional Park, SD, Sully's Hill,
Theodore Roosevelt ND, Piatt National Park, OK,
and Mesa Verde National
For those of you who Park, CO.
aren't aware, the College
He founded 51 wildlife ref
Republicans club is back at ugees, passed the Antiquities
Pacific. It was reinstated last Act (which led to the creation
semester, and continues to of 18 national monuments),
grow stronger with more stu and established the National
dents showing their support. Park Service. Overall, he
We have had guest speakers protected nearly 230 million
who are working for lo acres of national land. Did I
cal congressmen come and forget to mention that he was
talk to us about why they a republican?
love their jobs. They relish
This idea that Republicans
the opportunity to speak to are eager to cause devasta
students who are interested tion to the environment is
in getting involved because simply not true.
"What
they are passionate about about drilling for oil? Don't
politics and how it shapes you realize that animals are
the community we live in.
at risk of extinction?" In his
If you have already deter book Let Freedom Ring, ra
mined that you don't hold dio personality and TV host,
conservative values because Sean Hannity, describes that
you care about the environ this country has abundant
ment and you do not consid sources of oil, which are not
er yourself a person driven being tapped into, keeping
by greed, then you haven't us dependent on other coun
truly determined that you tries. In regard to wildlife, he
don't hold conservative ide says that technology has be
als. Believe it or not, most come much more advanced
conservatives appreciate the in significantly reducing the
environment, and are not risk of possible oil leaks.
driven by greed.
He also mentions that in

College Republicans

Alaska, an overwhelming
majority of townspeople
near the possible drilling
site want the United States
to utilize its own oil, rather
than having to obtain it from
the Middle East. They un
derstand that the actual risks
involved have been signifi
cantly blown out of propor
tion by the media and by
extreme environmentalists,
who are not only against the
idea of drilling in Alaska, but
anywhere in this country.
Because we still drive
gasoline-powered vehicles
(not to mention its other im
portant uses), we need oil. It
is not about greed; it's about
being practical. If the world
still depends on oil, why is
it a good idea to continue
spending billions and bil
lions of dollars purchasing it
from the Middle East, when
we have it here in the U.S.?
Although we're currently
researching and developing
solar-powered technology,
we're far from eliminating oil
usage altogether. Until then,
oil remains the exclusive
energy source we depend
upon.
Referring back to Theodore
Roosevelt, and opposing the
liberal idea that conservatives
opt for war first in any time
of conflict, he won the Nobel
Peace (yes, peace) Prize for
Vlic rr»lo c*c
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tor the Col
lege Republj.
cans. The club
began last
semester and
weekly
meetings every
uesday eve
ning at 8:30 in
the President's
Room.
Photograph by
[Kristen Hess

the Russo-Japanese War in
1906. Conservatives are not
against peaceful means to
end disagreement. It's only
when peaceful means aren't
effective that they realize the
need for physical force.
So let Theodore Roosevelt
be an example for what con
servatism truly represents.
We do care about the envi
ronment; we do care about

keeping peace wReneve
possible. Do not let the me
dia be the spokesperson for
conservative ideals, because
you will only get a biased
standpoint.

Omega Phi Alpha
goes national
By Brian Neiahbarqer

tory of fraternities at Pacific.

Member of Omega Phi Omega Phi Alpha set the
Alpha
trend among Pacific's local

Courtesy of Omega Phi Alpha

The men of Omega Phi Al
pha are proud to announce
their re-affiliation with the
national fraternity, Delta
Upsilon. We reached this
decision along with the full
support of our Alumni Cor
poration Board. Delta Upsi
lon International's Board of
Directors made the official
decision on Friday, Jan. 9,
2004, when they voted to
bring Omega Phi Alpha back
into the Delta Upsilon fam
ily as the Pacific Omega Phi
Alpha Colony of Delta Upsi
lon. Omega Phi Alpha will
become the Pacific Omega
Phi Alpha Chapter of Delta
Upsilon this coming April,
making it the fastest colo
nization period in the his

fraternities by initially affili
ating with Delta Upsilon in
1959. In 1972, this affiliation
ended as the men of Omega
Phi Alpha considered being
local the most advantageous
arrangement at the time.
This disaffiliation occurred
with no ill will from either
side, and many of Delta Upsilon's traditions continued
to enrich Omega Phi Alpha
as a local fraternity. Founded
at the University of the Pacif
ic in 1921, Omega Phi Alpha
has made many contribu
tions to Pacific's history and
to the Pacific community. We
are very enthusiastic that this
re-affiliation will be stronger
than ever and allow us to
continue our extensive and
rich history at Pacific.

THE PACIFICAN
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Photographs by Georgette Rodarakis
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DOWNTOWN: The new 16-plex City Centre Cinema is the latest modification made by the city in an effort to
revive downtown Stockton. Other plans include the renovation of the Fox and Royal Theatres.
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The"G"Spo
ugg-ly, yet comfy boots,
"shakv" music lyrics
pair of slacks.
However
you
wear them, they
are sure to catch
someone's atten
tion (whether the
reaction is a posi
tive or negative
one is something
that is debatable
just like every
fashion trend).
Traditionally
these boots come
www.snowriver.com
in sand or chest
UGGS: These Australian boots are the latest
nut
color
but
craze. Normally $125, they have been seen
designers
such
on eBay for as much as $500.
as Steve Madden
have
produced
By Georqlette Rodarakis
more
feminine
colored
boots
Lifestyle Editor
Lifestyles
in pink.
One pair of these boots are
THAT'S BOOTY!
normally
about $125 retail,
UGG boots, a traditional
but
because
of the short sup
Australian sheepskin boot,
ply
and
high
demand they
have been seen on some of
have
been
seen
offered on
the biggest names in Holly
eBay
for
up
to
$500.
wood such as Kate Hudson
While I find these boots to
and J.Lo. These shoes were
be
Ugg-ly, I do admire those
in high demand this past
who
do choose to wear
holiday season which has
them
with confidence.
sparked other shoe compa
That's
exactly
what
nies to jump on the band
good
fashion
sense
is all
wagon, manufacturing their
about.
own style of the Australian

boot.
Many argue that these
boots are less than fashion
able, yet they all agree that
they are comfortable. And
isn't comfort what it's all
about ladies and gents? Fi
nally a shoe that is totally
unique and ready for any
rugged adventure you may
find yourself in!
These boots are a lot
healthier for your feet too.
They can help fight the harsh,
freezing weather conditions
of Stockton. Also, there is
no stiletto heel, just a good
sturdy shoe made to walk on
nearly any terrain.
These boots have been
seen paired up with every
thing from short mini skirts
to being tucked under a

SHAKE IT!
Shake it like a Pola
roid picture! Or are we
supposed to shake it
like a salt shaker? How
about I just shake my
milkshake, because it's
better
than -yours? Well,'
,

Grammy-worthy, they sure
as hell are club-worthy.
From a poetic stance, isn't
"shake it like a salt shaker"
one of most ingenious uses
of alliteration you've heard
in a long while?
I do have to take a con
servative view on the topic.
So after much thought, I
decided it's a horrible, hor
rible thing that these musi
cians have nothing else to
yell about other than moving
your body like everyday
objects. What is this teach
ing our children? Now that
that's out of my system, back
to more important things,
my real view.
Many of the songs do send
out positive lyrics (not prob
able in Lil' Jon's lyrics) but it
is oftentimes just difficult to
hear them. Take Kelis' "Milk
shake" video...as you watch
her sexy self dance around
seductively and sing about
how her milkshake "brings

». «1 H

ml
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The Way Home"

1 / 2 2 - 1 / 2 4 @ 8 p.ir

47 YEARS of QUALITY
Manny's"

...

Jrrcm

We use Free Range
Beef & Pork,
100% Grass & Grain Fed.
Experience the taste!

Gourmet Hamburgers
All Natural Beef
Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Carved from the Bone

House Rotisserie Chicken
Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Roasted

BLT
Hand-cut Apple Smoked
Bacon

Always Fresh From the Sea

SHAKE IT! Lil' Jon's latest hook te,ls
ShSthese^manv
shake it these are many dancers
to -shake it !ike a sdt shaker!«
of the latest catch
phrases and hooks that you
all the boys to the yard," it's
will hear in many of the hot
difficult
to pick up on her
test tracks.
following statement about
Just when you think there
isn't any other way to shake "...maintaining] your halo!"
You can be sexy while stick
your ass or other parts of
ing to your good ethics.
your body, we discover yet
But so long as these songs
another technique, thanks
keep
inspiring you to keep
to the creative music Gods.
your tail-feather shakin', I
Well, I have to admit while
these songs may not be don't believe anyone (at least
not any man) will complain.

6 Showtimes—Friday. 1-23 to
hursday, 1-29-04

ON THE MIRACLE MILE

with Fresh Herbs

www.covenantlagrange.org

1

Ftsh-N-Chips
OysfersrN-Chips
Fish Sandwich

AH served with cole slaw

Freshly Steamed Artichokes
Fresh Lemonade
Serving all natural beef & pork
Apple Smoked Bacon, Hot
Dogs, Ham, Roast Beef

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415
ATM, VISA, Discover & MasterCard

Small Voices" (PG 1 3) *N0 PASSES
1:30, 1:50, 4:20, 7:00, 9:30
The Cooler" (R) William H. Macy Alec
Saldwin *N0 PASSES
2:05, 2:25, 5:10, 7:40, 10:10
The Butterfly effect" (R) On Two
Screens! Ashton Kutcher *N0 PASSES
1:55, 2:00, 4:1 5, 6:45, 7:1 5, 9:20,
[):50
Torque" (PG-13) On Two Screens! Ice
:ube Jaay Hernandez *N0 PASSES
1:55, 2:00, 4:40, 5:00, 7:20, 9:25
Along Came Polly" (PG-13) On Two
screens! Ben Stiller Jennifer Aniston
NO PASSES
Teacher's Pet" (PG) *NO PASSES
1:00, 1;00, 3:00, 5:05
Big Fish" (PG-13) Ewan McGregor
2:40, 3:40, 6:35, 9:45
My Baby's Daddy" (PG-13) *NO
'ASSES 12:15, 2:20, 7:05, 9:15
Calandar Girls" (PG-13) Helen Mirren
1:05,1:35, 4:05, 7:30, 9:55
Cheaper by the Dozen" (PG) Steve
tartin
2:00, 2:30, 4:55, 7:30, 9:55
Peter Pan" (PG)
1:00, 1:30, 3:55
Cold Mountain" (R) Nicole Kidman
lude Law
2:10, 3:20, 6:30, 9:40
Lord of the Rings: The Return of the
ing"(PG-13) Viggo Mortensen
1:15, 3:30, 8:10
Somethings Gotta Give" (PG-13) Jacl
licholson & Diane Keaton
2:20, 3:10, 6:20, 9:00
Last Sammurai" (R) Tom Cruise
1:10, 2:40, 6:15, 9:30

Speculation on Grammy winners, nominees
Lit' Kim received Beot Rap performance nominationfor "Magic Stick "

By Mikey Vu

Movie Critic
Grammies: quite possibly
the most prestigious award
in any type of media outlet,
the quintessential best of the
best, and the only award left
with any prestige or meaning
behind it. I'm just messing
with you.
In the last ten years or so,
the Grammies have become a
mockery of what good music
is. They have been given out
freely to anyone and every
one who has ever recorded
a song, no talent needed.
Did anyone honestly think
last year that Avril Lavigne's
album was so good that it
merited five nominations?

Anything over zero nomi
nations would have been
overkill.
In case you people don't
exactly know what I'm
talking about, some of the
nominees for this year in
clude: Fountains of Wayne
for Best New Artist, Justin
Timberlake for Best Album
of the year, and Lil' Kim's
"Magic Stick" for Best Rap
performance.
Fountains of Wayne for
best new artist? How many
one hit wonders do you
know with a Grammy? Let's
keep
it
that way.
Just see
ing
the
w o r d s
J u s t i n
Timberlake and
Grammy
in
the
s a m e
sentence
s e e m s
grammat
ically in
correct, if not morally. When
will people understand? An
album like Justified is candy
music, high on entertain
ment, low on content. How

come Elliot Smith only ever
got one nomination? Thank
fully the White Stripes got
nominated for something,
otherwise I would have
thrown a hissy fit over The
Strokes not getting any nods
at ail.
This finally brings me to
Lil' Kim's nomination for
"Magic Stick", an anomaly of
sorts that can be filed away
under the section labeled
"what the f*ck?" For those
of you completely unfamiliar
with the song, we are treated
to such mind numbingly re
tarded lyrics like "I
got the magic clit, If I
get licked once, I can
get licked twice..."
First off, no one
will lick your clit Lil'
Kim because you are
a skank ass ho. Sec
ond of all, how come
rappers with actual
talent don't get any
nominations? Nas?
Jedi Mind Tricks?
Aesop Rock? Hope
fully someone will
please take note and ac
knowledge those who have
earned it.
Over the years, the Gram
mies have just become

MACilC STICK: Lil' Kim's "Magic Stick" is Grammy nominated for
Best Rap Performance.

another award show, an ex
cuse to give credit to people
who most likely don't even
deserve the hunk of metal
they're receiving. But looking
back at everything, I really
shouldn't be surprised at the

state of music and the Gram
mies these days. I should
have known the Grammies
were a joke when Milli
Vanilli received one (Editor's
Note: I am ashamed to say I
actually own their CD).

Mario Kart: Double Dash scores points

By Mikey Vu

Movie Critic
Aside from watching loads
of movies and listening to a
plethora of music, I also play
a lot of video games. With
school in the way however,
I hadn't had anytime to play
any video games. That is un
til the fateful day my friend
brought over his Gamecube
with a certain game called
Mario Kart: Double Dash.
On the outside, this game
looks like another sweet title
from Nintendo; it has all the
same cute characters ranging
from Mario to Baby Bowser,
colorful backgrounds, and
silly weapons like colored
spiked shells. But don't let
this soft exterior fool you, oh

no, for deep inside lurks
something
dark....and
sinister. For over a week
this game took control of
my life, an addiction I
couldn't fight.
The
gameplay
is
somewhat
upgraded
from the Nintendo 64
version.
The notable
changes? There are now
two players per cart, one
person to drive, and the
other to shoot just like in
real life!
There are some chang
es in the weapons too;
each character has their
own unique special.
For example, Bowser
throws huge shells and
Donkey Kong drops huge
bananas. The levels are

VIDEO GAMES: Mario Kart and other
video games are a popular passtime for
many Pacific students.

extremely lush with
| complicated courses, a
| total of sixteen racing
-8 courses and six battle
1 courses.
| Many of you may
| remember the helpful
boosts from the N64
version, but in Double
Dash, they are a neces
sity. As you progress
through the
game,
you will have a hard
time catching up to
the computer if you
don't master the corner
boosts. The controls are
so simple that one of
my friends, an Indone
sian foreign exchange
student, could pick it
up and play in a matter
of seconds.

One of the fun features
about the game is that when
you play with two players,
while one of the players
drive, you can push anyone
else on the course off with
shoves from player 2. Mario
Kart: Double Dash is a fun
game if you really get into
it, but the main complaint
about this game is that it has
no real replay value.
Once you play through
and unlock all the hidden
characters and carts, there
isn't really anything left to
do. Granted, I was indeed
hooked to this game like a
heroin addict, but the only
cure short of an interven
tion was actually beating the
game.
My Grade: B+

www.thepacifican.co^
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ASUOP discount program
offers valuable savings
~UHl6
Dear Roxy,
I get hives on my chest when I get nervous.
What should I do?
Help Me
Dear Help Me,
Not having experienced hives first-hand, I researched
your dilemma on the Internet. I was able to find a number
of testimonials from people with the same problem as you.
Many of them chose to pursue hypnosis in an attempt to
control their nerve-caused outbreaks, and found it very
beneficial. Maybe hypnosis could work for you too. It
may not completely cure your problem, but it just might
teach you ways to suppress your outbreaks, and relax in
the event that one occurs. Good luck.
-Roxy
Dear Roxy,
L
I have a problem. My problem is that every time I sit
down to read another wonderful edition of The Paci
fican all I see is false information and complaints
about ASUOP. It is very disappointing! What
should I do? I want to read a real school newspaper.
Love, Chuck
Chuck,
Unfortunately, no matter what newspaper you read you
are bound to find instances where the credibility of a writ
er's words is questionable. If false information has been
passed on to Pacifican readers, I'm pretty sure it was not
done intentionally. Perhaps it was a problem of limited
resources concerning the topic at hand.
As for the continual complaints about ASUOP, this
could be due to a lack of interesting current events. I have
a feeling that this predicament will be over shortly. If,
however, you continue to find similar material repeatedly
present ed in the Pacifican, you can do one of two things.
First, you can write a letter to the editor stating the false
hoods and complaints that you have come across in the
Pacifican. This will hopefully make staff writers aware of
the importance of sound and accurate statements in their
editorials.
If the first method is not adequate in sparking change,
you could write for the Pacifican. We are always looking
for writers. Even if there is not a staff position open, we
gladly accept written pieces from other students on cam
pus.
-Roxy

Drop off your questions and concerns in Revelation cans
located in South/West and Grace Covell lobbies, the library,
and the dining hall. You can also contact Roxy via email at
roxysrevelations@aol.com.
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By William Grove
Guest Writer
Who said it does not pay
to be a Pacific student? For
those of you thinking it
doesn't, think again. All reg
istered Pacific students who
have paid their ASUOP fee
are eligible for the ASUOP
student discount program.
This deal is a promotional
discount program in con
junction with local busi
nesses for students to receive
money-saving offers.
All students need is their
ID card with a current
ASUOP sticker on it (which
are available to students in
the ASUOP office located
2nd floor McCaffrey Center).
The businesses involved
are:
Dining*The Creamery ($1.00 off
any meal for all students.
Limit one per customer. Not
valid with any other promo
tions or to-go orders)
*Vinzenco (10% storewide
discount)
*Lyon's Restaurant (20%
storewide discount)
*Guidi's (5% storewide
discount; 10% off pizzas,
sandwiches, and salads; Buy
one large pizza and receive

a pitcher of soda free; Mon
day and Thursday night any
style pizza $10 and $2 pitcher
soda)
Automotive*Pit Shop: Lube and Tune
(%15 storewide discount;
Plus Oil Changes at $24.99
plus tax and waste fee ($3 off
regular price); $10 off smog
inspection)
*SpeeDee Oil Changes and
Tune Up (15% discount on Oil
Change, Tune-Ups, Smogs,
Transmission
Finishers/
Services, and Coolant Flush
es), Performance Auto and
Marine Services (15% off all
labor on all)
*Firestone (10% storewide
discount; 15% off wheel
alignments; Lube, Oil, and
Filter $19.99 (most cars),
Cherokee Smog and Repair
(20% storewide discount)
'Steven's Auto Service
(10% Storewide discount)
'Midas Auto Service Cen
ter (10% storewide discount)
Storage
and miscellaneous*Space Station Mini Stor
age (15% off any rental for the
first months)
'Big E Self Storage (Buy one
get one free on 10 X 10 Stor
age, 10X15 Storage Units, 10
X 20 Storage Units; Pay one
month and get one free, pay

for two months and get two
free, pay for three months
and get three months free;
free locks will be provided
with all new rentals)
*Carter's Pet Mart (15%
off grooming full service,
15% off all pet supplies, No
discount on live animals, No
discount on pet food or cat
litter, excludes sale items)
'Manju's Satin
Touch
(10% storewide discount;
15% discount on all skin
treatments, facials, name
brand hair products, and gift
items from our catalog; Buy
one Ahari Skin Car Products
and get one free)
'Oak Park Ice Skating Are
na (Two for one admissions
to public skate sessions.
Skates are at an extra cost).
Students seem pleased
with the discount program
and hope more businesses
become involved. "It's a
good start but I hope more
businesses join in, it's good
publicity for them and it
benefits us," said sophomore
Ray Huber. The program
will run until February. For
questions and concerns
regarding
the
discount
program contact Christina
Bluck, ASUOP Campus Af
fairs Commissioner, at the
ASUOP Office @ 946-2233.
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The Pocifican

Men's Tennis
The Pacific men's tennis
team opens their spring dual
match season at Washington
on Friday, Jan. 30 at 4 p.m.
Pacific sophomores Lennart
Maack and Arnar Sigurdsson each received West Re
gion singles rankings in the
2004 Intercollegiate Tennis
Association preseason poll.
Maack was ranked No. 25
in the region, while Sigurdsson was selected No. 26. As a
whole, the team was ranked
No. 70.

Briefs

produced 14 assists on 15
kills for the Tigers; however,
that was not enough to beat
the Bruins in game four fall
ing 30-27, UCLA.
Men's volleyball will play
at Long Beach State tonight
at 7:30 p.m.

Key players: Juniors Nils
Dauburs led Pacific ivith 14
kills and Mike Gaivlik produced
24 assists.

Women's Basketball

Men's Volleyball
Last Sunday, the Pacific
men's volleyball team lost at
home to No. 2 UCLA, falling
to a 1-5 on the season and 0-2
in MPSF play.
In the first game junior
Nils Dauburs' game-high
five kills allowed the Tigers
to capture the game, 30-27.
Game two ended with a
quick 30-11 Bruins victory.
The Tigers dropped game
three, 30-19.
Freshman Mitch Hazelette

Women's Softball
The women's softball team
will begin their season on the
weekend of Friday, Feb. 6 at
the Baylor Invitational.
Women's Water Polo
The women's water polo
team will begin their season
on Thursday, Feb. 5 against
Flawaii.
Men's baseball

Photograph by Kristen Hess

READY FOR THE SERVE: Men's Volleyball held a close trail against UCLA last weekend but lost to the

Bruins.

The men's baseball team
will begin their season on
Thursday, Feb. 5 at the Pacific
Invitational.

Photograph by Kristen He!

PARAGUAYAN POWERHOUSE:
Mauricio Brizuela, a native of
Asuncion, Paraguay, is a key
player on the Pacific Men's Vol
leyball team.

Serving Pacmclor 95 Years
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oughts of the Week
Rankings
Softball 2003 Standings
al State Fullerton*A
Long Beach StateA
al State NorthridgeA
PacificA
UCSB
Cal Poly
JC Riverside
Jtah State

W

L

Pet.

20
17
12
10
9
7
4
3

1
3
8
10
11
14
17
18

.952
.850
.600
.500
.450
.333
.191
.143

Big West Champion
ANCAA Tournament

Women's Basketball 2003-04 Standings
Pacific
1 Idaho
|UCSB
|Cal Poly
UC Riverside
Utah State
Cal State Fullerton
Long Beach State
Cal State Northridge
1 UC Irvine

i

W

L

Pet.

6
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

0
1
1
3
3
3
3
4
4
5

1.000
.800
.800
.400
.400
.400
.400
.333
.333
.167

Men's Basketball 2003-04 Standings
W

Utah State
Pacific
UC Irvine
UCSB
UC Riverside
Cal State Northridge
Long Beach State
Cal Poly
Cal State Fullerton
Idaho

5
5
4
3
.3
2
2
1
1
1

L

Pet.

0
1
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4

1.000
.833
.667
.600
.600
.333
.333
.200
.200
.200

Bv Arosh Behnom
Staff Writer

With a 7-0 record, the
suspension of their best
defensive player, and their
only preseason all confer
ence player on the shelf, the
Pacific women's basketball
team showed character
with the victory over Idaho
and proved their unde
feated conference record is
no fluke.

March.
• From hero to goat, the
Payton Manning playoffs?
Patriot's cornerback Ty
Law had as many catches
as Colts star receiver Marvin
Harrison.

• From Louisiana-Lafay
ette, undrafted and unable
to crack the starting lineup
while playing in the world
league, Carolina Panther
quarterback Jack Delhomme is worth rooting for.

• Pacific softball has been
picked to finish fourth in its
Two feel good teams in the conference in the coaches
big game; congrats to the Pa poll.
triots and Panthers.
• Congrats to the base
• Two unlikely heroes for ball team, picked to finish
The way the women's the Panthers; Deshuan Foster last by the coaches poll.
basketball team is play and Ricky Manning Jr., team
• College football needs
ing, with a healthy Gillian mates at UCLA.
a playoff system. Have
d'Hondt and hopefully the
• Pete Rose should be the BCS rank the top eight
reinstatement of Jasmine
Ewing, the Lady Tigers have ashamed of himself, but still teams and have those teams
the potential to get into the deserves to be in the hall of play playoff games at major
big dance and C-walk to the fame based on his perfor bowl stadiums.
mance on the field.
sweet sixteen.
• Besides Tom Brady
• Former Pacific coach who are these Patriots any
The men's basketball
team can play D but needs Greg Robinson announced way?
to be able to improve on his resignation. Robinson
• Pacific Rugby faces its
their 2 for 22 shooting in the was the defensive coordi
first half to be able to beat nator of the Kansas City first test of the season trav
eling to powerhouse Cal
teams with creditability and Chiefs.
State Maritime.
do their own C walking in

«

:

:

Games of the week
Today

Men's Volleyball @ San Diego
Women's Basketball @ Cal Poly
Men's Basketball vs. Cal Poly
Saturday

Women's Basketball @ UCSB
Men's Basketball vs. UCSB
Paid positions available for Pacific* sports
reporters.
E-mail: pacificansportsepacific^du for
more information.

'
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BIG WEST from page 20

point as well as play shooting
guard and needs to feed the big
men inside. The Tigers at times
use a three-guard set. Senior
guards Myree Bowden and Tom
Cockle bring leadership to a

player Christian Maraker has
to establish himself and has the
potential to be one of the best
post players in the Big West.
Maraker needs to be involved
in the offense and get plenty team that has lots of fresh faces.
of touches. The same could Bowden is a spark plug with
be said about French import quick feet and Cockle can flatGuillaume Yango who also out shoot. The Tigers have the
plays the post. Athletic and a tools to do some serious dam
talented rebounder, Yango was
averaging 11.8 points a game.
He has shown great hops with
breath taking finishes that
would make ESPN proud.
Junior Jasko Korajkic needs to
give productive minutes off
the bench. The European con
nection will be key in the suc
cess of the Tigers. Junior post
players Tyler Newton and Matt
Kemper give the Tigers much
needed depth off the bench.
Newton has been very produc
tive with his minutes. David
Doubley is leading the team in
assists and will see heavy min
utes as long as he continues to
play well. Doubley can run the

age and snatch away a ticket
to march madness, but it will
depend on how quickly Pacific
comes together and adjusts to
one another's playing styles.
4. U.C Irvine Anteaters

Forwaq0P Stanislav Zuzak
averaged 12.6 ppg last year
and adds another weapon to
a potent offense. Sophomore
Ross Scraeder adds electricity
off the bench. The Anteaters
are not very deep but have
four very dangerous players
who can carry the team to the
promised land.
5. Cal Poly Mustangs
Cal Poly will rely heav
ily on preseason Big West
All-Conference Varnie Dennis.
Forward Shane Schilling is a
slasher who is second on the
team this year in points with

The Anteaters are led by
preseason Big West All- Confer
ence pick senior Adam Parada.
The seven-foot center averaged
10.3 ppg and 6.0 rpg. Expect
those numbers to improve this
year. The sophomore guard
tandem of Jeff Gloger and
Mike Efevberha is young but
solid and can definitely score.
Gloger set a UCI single-season
record with 75 steals last year.

14.3. Junior forward Nick
Enzweiler rounds up arguably
one of the best frontcourts in
all of the Big West. Sophomore
point guard Kameron Gray
was voted best Juco point
guard in the state of California
and looks to help a weak Mus
tang back court. Gray counter
part is senior Eric Jackson is
averaging 9.2 ppg. Vladimir
Lisinac has also been thrown
in the starting lineup and is a
good defender. John Manley
will need to give productive
minutes off the bench. Like

SAN FELIPE
CHILL

UC Irvine the Mustangs are
not deep but have a frontcourt
that will keep Poly in games.

OPEN FOR BREAKFAST

6. U.C Riverside Highland
ers

Featured in Sunset Magazine

• Rotisserie Chicken

with fresh rosemary & thyme

•
•
•
•
•

Famous Fresh Fish Tacos
World's First Oyster Burrito
Grilled Garlic Prawns
Veggie Saute
Steamed Artichokes

We use free range beef and pork all natural
100% grass and grain fed!

Experience the Taste!

The Highlanders have
two of the best players in the
Big West on their roster. Pre
season all conference picks
Nate Carter and Vili Morton.
"Unique I.2&3
bedrooms
"Laundry Facilities
A P A R TM E.VT5

—

"Park-like setting
fi V

TACO BARS • CATERING • PATIO DINING

"Fireplaces

952-6261

"Pool/Spa

PHONE ORDERS

4601 Pacific Ave. • one block south of March Lane

it

J

A; L I A K E S

Best Value
Best Location

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

Only a sophomore, Carter has
established himself as one of
the best swingmen in the west.
Junior Morton is averaging 13.3
ppg. Senior guard Kevin Butler
has been a surprise offensively
with his 12.3 ppg. Sophomore
forward Matt Benson has been
giving Riverside quality min
utes. Riverside has no inside
presence, and it will cost them.
With no post game The High
landers will be in the lower half
of the league. With that said, the
Highlander do have three play
ers that can put a team on their
back and make a run. I would
not want to face Riverside in
the conference tournament.

Northridge's Ian Boyl^ ^
not played to the hype ^
year. A preseason all c°nfer
ence pick, Boylan is aver^
only 12 ppg. On the other
Junior forward Chris Davis ^
picked up the slack av'erag.
ing 14 ppg- Freshmen center
Thomas Shewake has been t^e
real deal giving much needed
help in the post. The Matadors
have the potential to win so^
games but need to play imself.
ishly, something

they

have

struggled with all year.
9. Cal State Fullerton Titans
The Titans were voted to
finish 9th by both media and
coaches poll. Remember this

7. Idaho Vandals.
Idaho has a balanced attack
led by seniors Tyrone Hays and
Dwayne Williams. Although
Hayes is only 6-4 he had 40
blocks last year. Junior guard
Dandrick Jones brings size
and an all around game. Point

name: Bobby Brown, and no
not the one with the sing
ing career. Only a freshman,
Brown is the front-runner for
freshman of the year. Brown is
averaging 12.8 ppg. Senior post
player Pape Snow has been
remarkable averaging
18.4

guard Tanoris Shepard is back

ppg. Besides Brown, Pape, and

from an injury and is starting
to show flashes of brilliance.
Junior transfer forward Ar-

Derrick Andrew who can play
both point and shooting guard,
the Titans are weak. If key

mend Kahrimanovic has added
muscle to the post and forward
Lionel Davis has been solid.

already beat Pepperdine and

The Vandals are weak in the

played Arizona State tough.

post with only Rashaad Powell
being productive. Even with a
weak post game the Vandals
have enough athleticism and
offensive firepower to win
some ball games.
8.Cal State
Matadors.

Northridge

players step up, the Titans can
upset anyone. The Titans have

10. Long Beach 49ers.
Long Beach needs to rebuild
and rebuild now. The onlv
player worth noting is Senior
forward Kevin Roberts. Even a
rich past won't help The Beach
this year.

(lair
Specializing in Hair, Nails & Facial
Tel: (209) 951-0383

Serving Pacific tor 95 Years

PACIFIC

INTRAMURALS SPRING 2004

CALENDAR SPONSORED BY ENTERPRISE AND ASUOP
ENTRIES
OPEN

COMMENTS

PLAY
BEGINS

EVENT

FORMAT

RACQUETBALL

MEN'S, WOMEN'S

1 DAY TOURNAMENT

TOURNAMENT

SINGLES TOURNAMENT

BAUN FITNESS CENTER 10AM-5PM

4V4 "AIR IT OUT'

MEN'S, WOMEN'S/CO-REC

CAPTAIN'S MEETING - JAN. 22

FLAG FOOTBALL

LEAGUES

7:00 PM -MAIN GYM RM. 123

BASKETBALL

MEN'S/WOMEN'S

CAPTAIN'S MEETING FEB. 5

LEAGUE

CO-REC LEAGUES

7:30PM-MAIN GYM RM. 123

MARCH MADNESS

8 ENTRIES ONLY

NCAA TOURNAMENT DRAFT
SUMMITT PRIVATE DINING ROOM

NCAA POOL
MEN'S, WOMEN'S &

CAPTAIN'S MEETING MAR. 23

CO-REC LEAGUES

7:00PM MAIN GYM RM. 123

FLOOR HOCKEY

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S

CAPTAINS MEETING MAR. 25

LEAGUE

LEAGUE

7:00PM MAIN GYM RM. 123

HOME RUN

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S

SOFTBALL LEAGUE

SIMONI FIELD

TIME TO BE ANNOUNCED

DERBY
FRISBEE GOLF

ONE DAY EVENT

MEN'S, WOMEN'S DIVISIONS

THROUGHOUT CAMPUS
TENNIS TOUNAMENT
GOLF TOURNAMENT

ECO CHALLENGE

MEN'S, WOMEN'S

ONE DAY EVENT

SINGLES

HAL NELSON TENNIS COURTS

MEN'S, WOMEN'S

ONE DAY EVENT

SINGLES

MICKE GROVE GOLF COURSE

TEAM CLIMB

CLIMB, PADDLE, STADIUM SUMMIT

KAYAK AND RUN

CUSTOM EMBROIDERY
MULTI-COLOR
SCREENPRINTING
Convenient location...
Student discounts...
Friendly service!

467-7500
1439 N. El Dorado St., Stockton

[Corner of El Dorado & Harding]
Fax 467-0320

MAY 1ST FROM 1-4PM

MAY. 1

University of the Pacific
Visit our information table from
10:00am-2:00pm located in the
McQflery center
tion and NOLS offers over f>5 different
coarse types in the world's most spec
tacular classrooms. College credit and
scholarships are available.
;

NOLS presentation, at 7:00 locat
ed at The Pacific Outdoor
Connection

1-800-710-NOIS
mam

•
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Tigers could see a top finish in Big West
By Arash Scott-Behnam

out on top.

chance to showcase what he their squad. Fullove averaged the post. The Gauchos are tab
can do. Underclassmen Nate 14.6 points per game as a junior ented and have a deep bench.
1. Utah State Aggies
Harris will join Ahmad in the and made 53 three-pointers. It will take a mighty big effort
This could be the year of
post. Harris was voted to the Fullove earned Honorable to dethrone the regular season
the Tiger. The Pacific men's
Senior point guard Mark all-big west freshmen team last Mention Ail-American by the champs.
basketball team has showed Brown ranks seventh in all year. Junior Jason Williams and Associated Press. The Gauchos
early promise and has the tools time assists for the Aggies Senior Chad Evans will share also bring back Defensive Play
3. Pacific Tigers.
to make a serious run but will with 149. Brown has a chance minutes at the small forward er of the Year, point guard Jahave to get through some stiff to break that record this year. position. The Aggies have good coby Atako. Atako and Fullove,
Ok a little home cooking, but
competition. Last years confer As one of the top point guards chemistry and work well with both seniors, pair for the best who needs polls anyway (see
ence champs UCSB bring back in conference last year, this each other staying within coach backcourt in the Big West and college football)? Both coaches
four starters and tournament season promises to be no dif Stew Morrill's system. They will be hard to stop. Forward and media polls have the Ti
champs Utah State return with ferent. Senior Cardell Butler have the potential to do major Bray Skultety entered the 2002- gers ranked in the lower half
three. Cal Poly is solid on both looks to pick up were he left off dancing in March.
03 season ready to contribute but maybe they forgot about
ends of the floor and UC Irvine last year. Center Mike Ahmad
heavily after a promising junior a guard named Miah Davis.
is ready to make some noise. has the capability of produc
2. UCSB Gauchos.
season. An injury cost Skultety Davis' intensity is rubbing off
Don't count out Riverside ing a double-double every
last year and after a medical on everyone from teammates
or Northridge who could be night and is very dangerous
Santa Barbara brings 2002-03 red shirt Skultety is ready. to fans and needs to get the
sleepers this year. In the end in the post. Ahmad, although Big West Player of the Year Se Transfer sophomore Cameron rock inside. Sophomore post
the Aggies of Utah will come unproven, will be given a nior Branduin Fullove back to Goettsche brings more size to
Staff Writer

See BIG WEST page 18

Men's b-ball hits 5-1 record
By Jesus Hernondez

Staff Writer

A heroic three-pointer by
senior Tom Cockle gave Pa
cific men's basketball a nar
row 63-62 victory at Idaho
this past Saturday.
The win pushes the Tigers
record to 10-7 overall as they
approach the top of the con
ference standings with a 5-1
record.
Pacific set the tone early
and dominated the tempo
for most of the first half,
ending the period with an
11-point lead.

The second half was a dif
ferent story as Idaho mount
ed a comeback to erase the
lead and go up 58-57 with 4:
24 left to play.
The tug-of-war battle took
up the final four minutes un
til Cockle buried the hearts
of Idaho and its fans with his
second three-pointer of the
night giving Pacific a 63-62
victory.
Senior guard Miah Davis
said, "The game was very ex
citing and heart trembling."
Sophomore
Christian
Maraker and senior Cockle
lead the Tigers in scoring,
with 12 points each.

David Doubley contrib
uted substantially as well
with 10 points and 5 assists,
and Guillaume Yango offered
a helping hand with his 10
points and 9 rebounds.
The Tigers, with their 5-1
record in conference play,
seem to be warming up.
Junior
forward / center
Matt Kemper said, "The
team is building a lot of con
fidence with each win we get
in league play."
Pacific men's basketball
will be hosting Cal Poly to
night at 7 p.m. at the Alex
Spanos Center.

Athlete of the Week
Name: Andrea Nederostek
Year: Senior
Sport: Women's Basketball
Senior forward Andrea Nederostek had a career-high of 24
points as the Pacific Tigers defeated the Idaho Vandals, 7473, last weekend.

Photograph by Kristen Hess

Swimmers slip up
By Jaimi Corona-Flowers

Guest Writer

The Pacific Men's and
Women's
Swim
Teams
showed incredible enthusi
asm as they approached a
head to head competition
with another prestigious
university.
Despite slipping "to the
Cardinals, talented coaching
and willing athletes gave the
Pacific Swim Team the edge
needed to excel in the Big
West division.
A group of talented juniors
and seniors; Robin Errecart,
Shannon Catalano, Kris Willey and Lyndsay McNamee
placed high in the 200 SC
Meter Freestyle Relay with

a time of 1:46 at the Stanford
Swim Meet January 10-llth.
The Pacific Men's Team
was determined and aggres
sive in an effort to prevent
the Bakersfield Swim Team
from grabbing the event and
running.
The strong and focused
performances by Pacific
teammates
Matt
Mills,
Jonathan Russell, and Steve
Chiaro brought confidence to
their fellow teammates.
In the individual 500 yard
freestyle competition Ed
mund Herlihy ranked 2nd
with a recorded time of 4:47.
Both teams will compete in
a meet against UC Santa Bar
bara on the 31st of January.

